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CONFIDENTIAL 

                    

Date of Visit:  Thursday 26th September 2013  

Visit Objective: To carry out further inspection of the golf course ahead of 
the 2014 Final Qualifier and to make recommendations for 
progress toward this. 

 
Present:   Mr Vic Skelton – Committee 
 Mr Jim Brown – Committee 
 Mr Brian Dickson – Course Manager 
 Mr Jay Dobson – STRI Ltd 
 

Weather Conditions: Cool and dry 
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 Executive Summary 

• Our last inspection in June followed a very slow start to the year with little recovered growth 
due to low temperatures and dry conditions.  By the time we viewed the greens, growth had 
picked up and the greens showed some good density and uniformity although the annual 
meadow-grass populations were producing seed heads which required a fair bit of verticutting 
to refine out the surfaces. 

• Greens and approaches continued to be managed with a view to improving general ball/turf 
interaction, top dressing being a regular contributor to their management.  In addition they have 
been oversown using the Vredo and the approaches have just recently been scarified.   

• The course showed the expected links qualities following a good dry summer.  The playing 
surfaces were all generally firm and dry and the greens were showing some good pace. 

• Review of works to manage the links grassland more effectively took place again at this 
inspection and we had some further discussions going forward with the management of 
standing vegetation and the grassland proper.   

• Review of the works programme for winter includes a fairly extensive set of works including 
forty plus bunkers including new and proposed as well as the usual winter maintenance and 
management. 

• There were some irrigation issues this year as would be expected, mainly to do with cabling and 
this is something which we feel the Club should address. 

• The dry conditions also produced some localised dry patch here and there although the 
Aquasorb product appeared to work reasonably well.   

• We reviewed a number of the more pressured traffic areas and looked at sward refinement and 
management.  This includes management of the ryegrass crowns using Rescue graminicide as 
well as changes to the mowing regime.  We also looked at the potential for introducing rubber 
grass mats as a way of managing traffic more effectively on the golf course while taking away 
some of the issues with hard materials.   

• The winter programme has been further discussed and slightly modified.  It has been agreed to 
complete the works to the areas associated with the 14th green and 15th tee with tree removal, 
understorey clearance and return to grassland. In addition to this, we have decided to leave the 
15th tee as is for the present and to returf the front tee.  These works were part of last year’s 
programme and plan and should help further improve this area.   

• We further discussed the management of tees and in particular the winter programme for 
Championship and medal tees to allow us to get an early start on these prior to Final Qualifying 
next year.   

• We also discussed some of the approaches and surrounds again and looked at green shapes 
including potential for increasing the front of the 15th green to give some extra pin positions.   
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Key Observations 

Greens 

• These have been good this year having provided authentic links quality for the majority of the 
summer.  They are still a bit soft in places and there is still some impact from organic matter 
here and there, however they generally support good density and uniformity and improved 
bentgrass populations. 

 
Good density 
 

• The general view is that the greens have been good and provided good pace throughout the 
summer months and this was supported by visual assessment at this inspection.  Bentgrass 
appears to be well blended with meadow-grass on the majority of the putting surfaces with only 
low spots and areas where traffic is more concentrated still having a predominance of annual 
meadow-grass.  However the meadow-grass obviously still creates some problems from time to 
time and particularly during the seed heading process in May/June.  This will obviously require 
further refinement going forward at this time of year, however protocols for this are good and 
manage this situation well. 
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Approaches 
 

• In addition, Brian and the greenstaff continue to work on approaches and surrounds to get more 
authentic ball/turf interaction and to improve firmness and to reduce moisture retention.  Some 
160 tonnes of Hugh King washed dune sand have been applied to the greens with the surrounds 
and approaches getting a further 80 tonnes which has helped significantly.   

 
Oversowing on approaches 
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• Prior to inspection, some scarification on the approaches and some further oversowing had 
taken place and this should help again with sward composition and density and general 
uniformity once established. 

 
Firmness 13th approach 
 

• The approaches all reflect significant improvements in firmness and authentic links quality.  Data 
taken from the 4th green and approach showed firmness to be in the range 94-126 gravities, the 
photograph showing measurement in the centre of the approach at 122 gravities, well into links 
target.   

• Generally the greens complexes all showed excellent condition and further works to improve roll 
offs and bunker throats continue to make significant and positive improvement. 

Profiles 

• Samples taken from within the greens showed generally good and homogenous condition.  
While there is still notably some organic matter in the upper 60 mm of the profile, generally 
sand incorporation was notably better in the upper 40 mm, this diluting the organic matter and 
helping to firm and dry the tops. 

• Rooting depth and density also appeared good with no major anomalies to note, root biomass 
being generally good under all of the greens where samples were taken. 
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Discussion 

• Generally the greens have gone through the summer in excellent condition and have provided 
good playing qualities.  The main focus now is to carry them through winter in good condition, 
managing traffic and condition appropriately dependent upon the weather.   

• Firmness still remains slightly low and towards the bottom end of our preferred target, however 
continued work by Brian and the greenkeeping team to improve top dressing inputs has been 
positive and some further assessment next year should allow us to make decisions on how we 
manage the organic matter in 2014 onwards.   

• No notable issues with water table or moisture retention within the profiles were noted, 
however should there be any extended periods of rainfall there be a tendency for some water to 
hold in the profile. This should be addressed in the usual manner with some local solid tine work. 

Surrounds/Approaches 

• As we discussed, surrounds and approaches continue to improve notably at every inspection.  
They are now firmer and drier, have more authentic ball/turf interaction and generally the sward 
condition is much more uniform with less of the more coarse and straggly material which caused 
problems before with sward refinement being notable.  Continued oversowing into these has 
also been positive and should help matters further.   

• Management of traffic routes during the winter to keep approaches, surrounds and walk on/off 
areas in good condition will be required.   

Roughs/Extensive Grassland 

 
 
Recovered grassland left hand side 15th tee   
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• One of the areas we worked on in the programme last year was to the left hand side and front of 

the 15th tee. This has recovered well and is now beginning to show the recovery of some of the 
links grasses within.  Further refinement works should allow this to continue to improve over the 
next few years.  

 
Bunkers 

 
New approach bunker right hand side 14 
 
• As always, further bunker works have been carried out and more are planned.  The photograph 

shows the new approach bunker to the right hand side of 14th which sits well in the sand hill to 
the right of the fairway. 

• Bunkers generally were further reviewed and as usual the extent of programme for winter is 
designed to address those which are more heavily used and/or damaged. Those facing south and 
west will require a two or three year programme whereas those facing north and east generally 
have less damage to their faces. This programme is well focused and continual.   

 

 Key recommendations 

Greens 

• The main attention this year is to have settled management on the greens over winter.  This 
means that light work to winter top dress where and when appropriate would be worthwhile.   
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• Aeration would certainly be required if we have extended periods of wet weather, however 
outside of this we feel that the greens will probably perform well without this sort of 
intervention.   

 
Front 15th green 
 

• We discussed potential for increasing the front of the 15th green some 4-5 m on to the plateau 
on the approach.  We feel this would be positive as it will give you extra pin positions on this 
green.   

• This plateau in front of the green could obviously not be used until we have cleared the material 
on the carry and now that this is visible from the tee, makes sense to bring this into play at 
greens height.  This will be managed sympathetically by Brian and the greenkeeping team. 

• We discussed keeping the greens in good winter condition and we have had some positive 
results using the Transition product by Sherriff Amenity.  This is applied as the plants go into 
dormancy towards the end of autumn/beginning of winter and again in the back end of winter 
coming out of this into spring.  The product worked well on a number of courses we reviewed 
last year and we feel that it is worthwhile recommending its use on the greens, approaches and 
tees if required.   

• We would also suggest that you consider the use of an iron product such as GoGreen granules 
for greens and tees.  The use of low level nutrition should carry some better condition into the 
spring next year.   
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Tees 

• As per our discussions last year and prior to the Amateur Championship the year before, 
management of the tees is particularly important, getting these settled and in reasonably good 
condition for the start of the year ahead of final qualifying.   

• General recommendations would be scarify, core and top dress and follow this with some lawn 
sand and the application of a wetter if required.   

• As per discussions, the use of the Transition product would be positive also.  

Course Improvements 

• The expressed intention currently is to continue with the course improvement programme while 
relaxing this slightly to allow us to complete work without leaving any scarring or negative 
impact on the landscape. Further discussions with Martin Hawtree at his visit appeared to 
support the ongoing works and his recommendations are incorporated into this programme.   

 
Trees 14 green to 15 tee 

 
• This tree removal project was part of the original discussions some two years ago in tandem with 

improving the condition of the carry and giving full view of the green on this Par 3.  Other 
discussions at our last inspection indicated concerns over the closeness of the 15th tee 
particularly the right hand side of the platform to the 17th green.  We feel that this is not a 
significant issue currently and therefore continuance of the work to remove the trees improve 
the grassland in this area similar to the left hand side of the tee should be ongoing.   

• In tandem with this, we also feel it important to remove the impact of hard materials including 
the path from the 14th green as removal of the trees and understorey vegetation will allow us to 
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manage traffic more effectively in this area.  Rubber grass mats would therefore be a positive 
possibly with the tall fescue as the underlying grass species. This has worked well on other links 
environments.   

 
Sand hill rear 4th  
 

• Some further discussions with Martin Hawtree with regard to this would appear that he favours 
smoothing out of the contours.  We also discussed the ingress of some of the more rank grasses 
in the area and feel that these have to be addressed in the short term.  

• As per discussions use of the Rescue Graminicide would be positive in taking out some of the 
more rank and inappropriate grasses and allowing the re-establishment of finer links grasses in 
this area.   

• In tandem with the above, we would also feel that stripping and returfing some of the more 
accessible areas with links turf would also be appropriate.  In this instance, the use of products 
such as Mycorrhizal inoculant to help with rooting we feel would be positive in getting good 
establishment.  Further discussions post this work will allow us to refine matters over time with 
this sand bank.   
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Traffic Management 

 
Wear left hand side 5th tee 
 
• As is common on most golf courses and particularly where traffic is concentrated, damage can 

be fairly extensive and the photograph shows the situation to the left and side of the 5th tee. This 
obviously requires returfing and management over the winter to allow us to present this better 
condition in 2014.   

       Rye crowns right hand side 17th  green to 18th  tee                  Walk off 5th green to 6th  tee 

• We have discussed the ingress of ryegrass and in particular the impact of the crowns of rye on 
playability.  As can be seen in the first photograph there are significant problems in a number of 
these areas, the potential for the ball finding an extremely unfair lie being increased by these 
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clumps.  As per discussion, we feel that short term the best way forward would be to reduce the 
height of cut to fairway height in these areas and mow into the area around the 17th green and 
18th tee. This would be a short term project designed to improve uniformity with the long term 
intention to be removal of the ryegrass and improvement in the fine links grasses in this area.  
The area of the walk off from the 5th green to the 6th tee has a similar set of circumstances and 
mowing this at a similar height of cut may help in the short term.   

• In addition to the above changes in mowing practice, looking to stitch seed some fescue and 
bentgrass into these areas would be a worthwhile option to improve the underlying links grasses 
and to allow us assess when the ryegrass can be controlled more appropriately using the Rescue 
graminicide.   

Paths 

• We have discussed traffic management a number of times on the course and particularly the 
amount of impact that trolleys and foot traffic have on focused areas such as those discussed 
above.  We noted for instance in May 2012 that there was significant damage around some of 
the tees including the 11th at that time.  The main focus is obviously to manage traffic as 
appropriately as possible, but to try and take some of the potential damage out of the equation. 
To this end, we have been looking at installing grass paths supported by rubber mats as a way of 
keeping the grass in place, taking away the influence of hard materials and retaining grass cover 
in pressured areas.   

Before                                                                                       After rubber grass mat installation 

• As a pointer to what can be achieved, the two photographs above show a path on a west of 
Scotland links golf course where all traffic is concentrated.  All foot traffic, trolleys and 
maintenance traffic has to cross this bridge and the result was significant damage to both the 
exit and entrance with loss of levels despite reinforcement materials.   

• In picture two, the same bridge is seen following the installation of rubber grass mats above a 
fescue bent turf.  As can be seen, there is no damage and the surface is intact even after a 
complete season’s play.   
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• We feel that going forward it is important to manage traffic appropriately on the golf course and 
take some of the influence of this away from focused areas.  The ryegrass issues that we 
currently have very often reflect the incorporation of this inappropriate species to try and cope 
with wear.  A far better way forward is to disassociate the hard materials with paths, leaving 
grass to be the predominant material which spreads wear and tear but is also supported by the 
soft rubber materials below.  We feel this would be a worthwhile option on prioritised areas.   

Bunkers  

 
Proposed bunker left hand side 11th  

• The area seen in the photograph is that of a proposed fairway bunker to tighten up the drive 
from the 11th tee.  It hoped that this can be carried out over the autumn period and settled 
through winter and into spring in tandem with the normal bunker works. 
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Right hand side greenside bunker 4 
 

• The above bunker was discussed in light of its steep face and the build up of sand splash around 
and to the greenside.  As per discussions, we feel that taking some 18 in. (460 mm) off the top of 
this bunker and relevelling the bunker floor will make the appearance more appropriate while 
addressing some of the playability issues. 
 

        Bunker left hand side approach 13                                 Bunker right hand side16th green 
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• Both the bunkers in these photographs are planned for winter work. They are generally speaking 
the wrong shape, are inappropriate, have poor levels in the base and have lost the original 
ethos.  This should along with planned works to some forty other bunkers continue to keep the 
high quality of bunker presentation at Glasgow Gailes in place.   

Fairways 

 

 
Fairway high spots 
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• During dry period of weather such as we have had this summer, it is common for links courses to 

dry out and particularly high spots on contours can become discoloured.  The area in the 
photograph is common on many links courses just now and recovery obviously takes place once 
there is some better and more available moisture.  As per discussions, the surfactant 
programme next year will also require focus, however application of the Aquasorb surfactant on 
two or three occasions should help wet these areas down and even out the moisture 
differentials.   

Signed: 

 

 

 

Jay Dobson, NDTS(Dist), MBPR 
Turfgrass Agronomist (Scotland), STRI Ltd 
Email: jay.dobson@stri.co.uk 
  
 
 
 
 
 

STRI is completely independent and has no alliances to commercial products, services or contractors. This ensures that our 
design, project management and advisory services provide the best solutions for each individual client.  

 

 

The STRI Programme provides golf courses with measurements and data that help to monitor and assess golf course 
performance. The R&A has recently developed CourseTracker (www.coursetracker.org), a free, online business 
management tool for golf courses, to record, review and analyse golf club performance across many areas of your 
business, including the golf course. STRI believes The R&A CourseTracker combined with the STRI Programme provides 
the tools you need to objectively monitor and assess your golf course performance. 

mailto:jay.dobson@stri.co.uk
http://www.coursetracker.org)

